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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the literary genre of biblical verse

paraphrase as practised in England between 1550 and 1640, and focuses

on the social setting and function of such works from the last decade of

Elizabeth's reign to the Civil War. The little attention that these works

have received has generally been hampered by a desire to ascertain

their poetic worth rather than recognize their historical importance.

This thesis attempts to redress that tendency by considering the social

conditions out of which these paraphrases arose: such aspects as the

publication and patronage of them, and what part they played in a

poet's career; whether that career was literary, courtly or clerical. Such

an approach recognizes the paraphrases as religious, social and political,

as well as poetic activities. It also examines the literary context ofthese

paraphrases: that is, not only what part they played in the individual

poetic career, but how they functioned in the development of sacred

poetry in English. The thesis concludes that biblical verse paraphrase,

especially in the reign ofKing James I, was recognized as a literary task

of public as well as religious importance. The thesis proceeds by

considering a broad range ofparaphrasers, from such well-known poets

as Michael Drayton, Thomas Middleton and John Donne, to many

obscure ones, some of whose work has never reached print.
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Foreword

Biblical verse paraphrase of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries has received little attention from literary historians and

critics. Douglas Bush, in his influential volume in the Oxford History

of English Literature, refers to it as "a chain of foothills, or an ant-hill,

which cannot be altogether ignored"l. Even in the mere two pages he

devotes to the genre his focus is not on English paraphrases, but the

French ones of du Bartas. Most scholars, whether writing general

literary histories of the period or studies of individual poets, have

shared in Bush's downplaying of biblical paraphrase. However, a

reexamination of this genre shows that it was not a "series of foothills"

or an "anthill", but in fact a significant part of the cultural landscape of

the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.

The genre has received insufficient attention for two reasons.

First, as acts of translation or imitation verse paraphrases have not

been highly regarded by the many nineteenth and twentieth·century

critics who have unquestioningly accepted the Romantic criterion of

lDouglas Bush, English Literature in the Earlier Seventeenth
: Century, 1600-1660, 2nd ed., (New York: Oxford UP, 1962), p. 72.
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originality in considering earlier poetry. Second, their religious nature

has predisposed some critics against them, and even though there has

been an increasing recognition of the centrality of sacred verse in the

seventeenth century, the paraphrases have generally not been included

in this reevaluation. However, the sheer number of paraphrases

produced demands we recognize that the Renaissance readE'r did not

value originality in the way that we might, and that sacred verse, at its

best; was seen as the tthighest matter in the noblest form.".2 This

thesis, then, attempts to contribute to the literary history ofrenaissance

Englandby focusing on biblical verse paraphrase in its literary, religious

and political context from the last decade of Elizabeth's reign to the

Civil War.

A brief survey of the scholarship in the field will show that

little has been done. Early studies, such as John Holland's The

Psalmists of Britain (1843), Thomas Young's The Metrical Psalms and

Paraphrases (1909) and Philipp von Rohr-Sauer's English Metrical

Psalms from 1600 to 1660 (1938) were on the Psalm.s only, and more

concemed with evaluating the poetic quality of individual paraphrases,

tbanwriting literary history. More recently, David Stephen Greenwood

2John Donne, "Upon the translation of the Psalmes by Sir Philip
Sydney, and the Countesse of Pembroke his Sister", Divine Poems, ed.
Helen Gardner, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1978).
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has made a significant contribution to our Wlderstanding of the

relationship ofboth verse and prose paraphrases to renaissance biblical

scholarship.3 I find, howev~r, that the verse paraphrases are first and

foremost poetry, and need to be considered as part of literary, rather

than intellectual or theological, history. My work also goes beyond that

of Greenwood in considering the political and social contexts of the

genre. Recently, Rivkah Zim has published a detailed study of Psalm

paraphrases in the sixteenth cent\lr'lJ (English Metrical Psalms: Poetry

as Praise and Prayer. 1535~1601 (Camhridge UP, 1987), which goes far

in considering the social and religious contexts of the metrical Psalms.

Ofindividual paraphrasers, only Mary and Philip Sidney have received

detailed attention. Such scholars as Margaret P. Hannay and Gary

Waller have asserted the importance of the Sidney Psalm paraphrases

and considered their work from a variety of angles.4 The work of these

SDavid Stephen Greenwood, liThe Seventeenth-Century English
Poetic Biblical Paraphrase: Practitioners, Texts and Contexts" I

University of Cambridge, 1985.

4Margaret P. Hannay, "'Doo What Men May Sing': Mary Sidney and
the Tradition ofAdmonitory Dedication", Silent but for the Word: Tudor
Women as Patrons. Translators and Writers of Religious Works, ed.
Margaret P. Hannay, (Kent, Ohio: Kent UP, 1985); and Philip's
Phoenix: Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke. (New York, Oxford:
Oxford UP, 1990). Gary F. Waller, Mary Sidney. Countess ofPembroke:
A Critical Study of her Writings and Literary Milieu, (Salzburg: U of
Salzburg, 1979).
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last three scholars has allowed me to focus more on biblical verse

paraphrase as it developed after the influence of the Sidneys became a

factor in the 1590's.

My study takes its bearings from a number of key concerns.

First among these is the place of paraphrase in the literary career,

especially for those poets who aspired to a "laureate" career. I

frequently address the importance of the genre in establishing poetry as

an honourable and christian vocation or activity; clearly, even more so

than original devotional poetry, these works were an unassailable

illustration that poetry could be turned to good ends. I also outline the

importance ofpatronage, especially royal patronage, in the development

of the genre. Arising from the latter is the theme ofbiblical paraphrase

as a public or national service; for a number of the paraphrasers their

work was to the honour of both God and the king, and the tension

between the religious and the political is addressed at a number of

points. A further issue that I return to repeatedly is the tension

between fidelity to the original sacred text and poetic beauty or

technique.
,-

In addition to those paraphrases which reached print, there is

a rich store surviving that circulated (some quite widely) in manuscript,

but have remained unread and "largely unnoticed for the past three
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hundred years. The examination of some of these held in the British

and Bodleian Libraries has added another dimension to my study, as I

have been able to illustrate the stages a poet went through in

attempting to establish his paraphrase as a work of public and national

importance. Even these manuscript works were largely public, rather

than private, enterprises. They were written for others to read, not just

for their writers' edification. The distinction between public and private

domains has sharpened in the past few centuries, with more and more

activities coming under the private.s It will be helpful if we keep in

mind the largely public nature of poetry, and particularly devotional

poetry, in the Renaissance.

As the verse paraphrases of the Renaissance reflect the

atmosphere of the royal court, I have chosen to organize this thesis

roughly in terms of the reigns of the English monarchs. The first

chapter will describe the development of verse paraphrase from the

Reformation under Henry VIll and EdwardVI through to the latter part

of Elizabeth's reign. To give a broader scope I also discuss the

influential French and neo-Latin paraphrases of the period. In the

6A History of the Private Life: Ill. Passions of the Renaissance, ed.
Roger Chartier, trans. Arthur Goldhammer, (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap
P, 1989).
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second chapter I consider the practice of the genre in the 1590's; that is,

after it had been established as an important activity by George

Buchanan, the Sidneys and du Bartas. This last decade of Elizabeth's

reign also reflects the changes that came about in literary fashion as

poets began to anticipate ~e coming to the throne of a new king. In the

third chapter I turn to the reign of James I proper, and give particular

attention to the special task of producing an English Psalter,

undertaken by such men as John Harington, Joseph Hall, George

Wither and King James himself. The career of George Wither provides

a unique opportunity to examine the complexities of writing and

publishing biblical verse paraphrase in the period. The thesis concludes

with a consideration of the reign of Charles I and the continuing

importance of the court for this sort ofpoetry. Here I focus on Charles'

efforts to make his father's Psalter the authorized English version, and

the paraphrases of George Sandys in their relation to the court, Great

Tew, and the literary and liturgical tendencies of the 1630's.
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A Note on Conventions and Abbreviations

In citing books published before 1700 I have followed the convention of

including the place of publication only if it is not London. In a few

instances where there were a number ofbooks with similar titles I have

included STC numbers in order to distinguish them.

The following abbreviations have been used:

BL

Bodl.

British Library

Bodleian Library, Oxford

The Dictionary of National

Biography

Oxford English Dictionary

Patrologiae Latinae. Ed. Migne.
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































